“ Through our extensive partner experience,

we advise and provide tailor-made Luxembourg
solutions to Family offices, Private Equity and
Real Estate specialists. ”

About Us
The Hoche Partners Group was founded in Paris to advise
companies and investors about selling, acquiring and financing assets.
The Group has also offices in New York, Tokyo and Hong Kong.
In July 2005, the needs of its Clients led Hoche Partners to establish
its main office for Private Equity, Real Estate and Family Office Services
in Luxembourg.
The aim of Hoche Partners Luxembourg is to coordinate and facilitate
the acquisition and management of international assets owned by
High Net Worth Individuals or Institutional Investors.

Our Philosophy
Hoche Partners is totally independent and fully funded by its partners.
Consequently, Hoche Partners and its Clients share the challenge
of realizing entrepreneurial ventures through professionalism,
responsiveness and integrity.
Hoche’s approach and methods aim to deliver practical results to its
customers. Hoche Partners structures its project teams with this sole
aim in mind. This agility in delivering results is based on close interaction
with client resources, allowing us to leverage our respective
experiences and reach our common target without
duplicating our efforts.

Financial Engineering

Accounting Services

The first objective of Hoche Partners is to identify and implement the most
efficient international tax structure to optimize financial flows (dividends,
capital gain, interest, royalties and management fees) and to combine the
specific needs of our Clients :

Assets and Wealth need to be constantly monitored to ensure that performance matches our Clients’ strategies. In keeping with this, Hoche Partners
offers financial services ranging from statutory accounting to :

•
•
•
•

Inheritance planning
Legal certainty and structuring flexibility
Confidentiality
Tax efficiency

Director’s Office

•
•
•
•
•
•

Compliance monitoring
Value - added financial reporting
Business planning
Cash planning and budgets
Statutory Auditors (“ Commissariat aux Comptes ”)
Valuations

SECURITIZATION

In order to comply with increasing requests for substance requirements by
High Net Worth Families and Private Equity Managers, Hoche Partners has
developed a full range of services including :

Hoche Partners has set up and currently operates, for its own needs and on
behalf of its clients, several Luxembourg securitization vehicles.

•
•
•
•
•
•

«Securitization», as defined by the Luxembourg Law of 22nd March 2004 on
Securitization, means the transaction by which a securitization undertaking
acquires or assumes, directly or through another undertaking, risks relating
to claims, other assets, or obligations assumed by third parties or inherent to
all or part of the activities of third parties and issues securities, whose value
or yield depends on such risks.

Compliance monitoring
Legal formalities and Corporate Secretarial Services
Assistance in closing
Implementation of substance
Due diligence missions
Qualified Directorships for regulated (SIF and SICAR)
and unregulated structures
• Attendance and preparation of Shareholder and Board Meetings

Trust Services
Hoche Partners advises and coordinates the setup and management of
complex international Special Purpose Vehicles (SPV) based in Luxembourg
or in other jurisdictions such as :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SOPARFIs
Holding and financing structures
Trusts and foundations
Venture Capital Companies
Real estate structures
Securitization vehicles
Management companies

A securitization company can also create several compartments. Where rights
relate to a compartment or have arisen in connection with the creation, operation or liquidation of a compartment, they are limited to the assets of that
compartment.
The assets of a compartment are exclusively available to satisfy the rights of
investors in relation to that compartment and the rights of creditors whose
claims have arisen in connection with the creation, operation or liquidation
of that compartment. As between investors, each compartment shall be
treated as a separate entity, unless otherwise specified in the constitutional
documents.
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